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rn. the design of power plants 01_1e ~ay encounter situations wherein the 
s~ mple metho.d of stress analys1s wJI I not be adequate due either to comp

lexity of loadmg andjor to Irregular geometry. Finite element method 
prov.ide~ solution~ for these type of sit~ations. In the present paper 
appllcatwn of th1s method to two speclf]c problems encountered in the 
construction of a power plant is discussed. These examples serve to 
illustrate the versatality and usefulness of the method in solvi ng complex 
p roblems. 

The two problems in which the finite element method is used for 
analysis are as follows : 

Normally in the design of the lining in a power tunnel the rein fo rce
ments required are calculated using the simple theory of elasticity solutions. 
J n the present context the analysis become complex due to the presence 
of a band of weak material at certain cross-sections of the rock through 
which the tunnel passes . Because of this weak band of material, it beco mes 
essential to analyse these cross-sections so that the correct amount of rein
forcements can be used in the lining of the pressure tunnel at these cross
sections. 

It has been observed that the foundation of a power house consist of 
large number of alternate layers of clay stone and sand rock. It becomes 
necessary to ascertain whether there will be any differential sett lement 
between the centre line of the penstock anchor after the completion of 
the first stage of concreting the foundation and, the centre line of the inlet 
to the turbine after the completion of the second stage build up of the 
power house. During the second stage, the super tructure load, turbine 
load, load due to water hammer, pressure, crane load etc. , have to be 
considered. Thus the problem involves the analysis of deformation of a 
medium which is nonhomogeneous. 

General Description of the Method 

ln short, t~e basis of the fi nite element method is the representation of 
of a body or a structure by an assemblage of subd ivisions called fi nite ~ 
ele~ents. These elements are conside.red to . be interconnected at joints 
wh1ch are called nodes or nodal pomts. S1mple functions are cho en to 
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approxin:ate the distribution or variation of the actual di placements over 
each. fintte ele~1ent. Such assumed functions are called displacement 

).. functtons or _d•splacement mo~els. The unk~own magnitudes or ampli
tu~es of the dtsplacement functton s <,~re the dtsplacements at the nodal 
pomt . 

A variational principle of mechanics, such as the principle of minimum 
potential energy, is usually employed to obtain the set of equilibrium 
equations for each element. This principle states that of all possible dis
placement configurations a body can assume which satisfy compatibility 
and the constraints or kinematic boundary conditions, the configuration 
satisfying equilibrium makes the P.E. assume a minimum value. 

The equilibrium equations for the entire continuum are then obtained 
by combining the equations for the individual ele~ents tn such _a way that 
continuity of displacements is preserved at the tnter-connecttng node~. 
These equations are modified for the given displacement boundary condi
tions and then solved to obtain the unknown displacements. In many 
types of problems, the desired solution is in terms of the strain" or stresses 
and o additional calculations may be necessary. 

lso-Pltrametric Elements 

It has been frequently demonstrated in the past that for a given total 
number of degrees of freedom in the structure, accuracy is increased for 
larger elements with a greater number of degrees of freedom. The process 
of idealisation could be extended without limit but for the fact that the 
larger elements can no longer follow the boundary (when curved boundary 
exists) in the problem to the same extent as the smaller ones. To overcome 
the geo metric difficulties presented by large elements, curved sides are 
essential. [f complex elements with sides capable of taking on the boundary 
curvatures are possible then indeed progress can be made. Such a step 
forward has been achieved by the introduction of variou · isoparametric 
element families. 

-' 
The isoparametric concept, that is, to use the ·arne interpolation 

functions for both the coordinates and the unknown facilitates the formu
lation of curved elements. The important step as in the case of all finite 
elements, is to choose a shape function prescribing the variation or displace
ments (or coordinates) in terms of appropriate noda l values. Shape 
functions hould also be (I) continuou s within the element and across 
interelement boundaries and (2) reproduce conditi0ns of constant strain 
exactly. Jn most cases these are derived from a suitable polynomial. 
~he polynomt~l t ?hose n so that the dispalcement along the edges are 
lmear, l?arabohc, cubtc and so on, giving a unique variation of displacc
!11ents tn term_s of the nodal values on that edge. The number of terms 
tn the polynomtal usually equals the number of nodes in element. 

Let¢? be the quantity to be interpolated, this may be a coordinate 
1.1:. y, a dtsplacemem !"• v, the temperature or any other quantity prescribed 
over the element, tn terms of tts nodal values. The quantity to be inter
polated can be written down a : 

¢ = Nl ¢1 T N2 ¢2 + ········ ... ( !) 

wh_ere N; = N; (x, y) i the interpolation shape function taking a value of 
umty at the node i and zero at all other nodes. 
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Using precisely the same polynomial terms but now with the local 
natural non-dimensional ~ and 7} coordinates, with a range of+ 1 and 
- 1 with-in such elements, instead of the x andy, the general shape elements ~ 
as in Figure 1 b can be formulated. The basic shape of the sides of these 
elements are straight and since the more general shaped elements are derived 
from this , these a re called 'parent' elements. The parent element with the 
cartesian sys tem oxy as its reference is shown in Figure l(a). 

y 

(~ . X 

HGURE l (a). Rectangular P ~ rent e lement 

The position within the new element is determined by the curvilinear 
coordinates ~ and 7} (Figure.1b) .. This by it~elfdoes not defi~e ~!1e map
ping relationship needed. Thts wtl.l be prov1ded by the baste lSOpara
metric' definition. We can thus wnte for a deformed element, 

u= N1 u1 +N2 u2+ ...... .. . 
v= N1 v1 + N2 v2 + .. .. . .. .. . .. (2) 

FIGURE l(b). ~urvilin ear Quadrilateral element 

together with 
X = N1 X1 +N2 X2+ ... . .. .. 

I 
~ 

Y= N1 Y 1 +N2 Y2+ ........ . 
00 0 (3) "'-

with, in two-dimensional cases 
N ;= N; (~, 7}) ... (4) 

If the shape functions are based on the parent element definition then 
not only will the compatibility of displacements be satisfied on dement 
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interfaces but a n original fit of these surfaces will be ensured Eragatoudis 
et. al. (1968). 

· Similar!Y. it can be shown t.hat if constant strain conditions were obeyed 
by the ongmal parent functions this wi ll be preserved in the distorted 
elements. 

The formulation of displacement model element characteristics s uch 
as stiffness etc., are easi ly available (Zienkiewicz, 1971). The stiffness 
matrix of an elemenl is defined, for instance, as 

. . . (5) 

v 

in which the [B] matrix relates the strai ns {E} to the element nodal dis
placements. 

. .. (6) 

and [D] is the elasticity matrix giving stress-~train r~1ation~~ip. All integra
tion of the element, Legendra-Gauss pomts wh1ch facJiit<~:tes the speedy 
formulation and programming of a. com~licated . ele~ent like .the cur_ved 
sided elements, for which closed form mtegrat10n JS complicated, m a 
relatively short time. 

ln the present context, the elements need to be curved sided, from the 
ooint of view of easy generation of data. Further in both the problems, 
the continuum is made up of more than one material and hence the stress 
distribution need not be uniform. The continuum considered for analysis 
in both the problems is quite large. To represent this small number of 
higher order elements will always be best. Thus from these considerations, 
quadratic iso-parametric elements have been chosen in ideal ising the 
problem. A 3 x 3 Gauss integration rule has been chosen for the integra
tion . 

Solution Method 

The next step in the finite element method is the assembly of all stiffness 
equations. The stiffness matrix [K] of the complete assemblage relates the 
nodal loads {F} acting on the st ructure to the corresponding nodal displace
ments {8} by 

[K] · {8} = {F} ... (7) 

The stiffness matrix, may be characterized in general as : 

(I) symmetric, (2) banded , (3) positive definite, and ( 4) sparsely popu
lated. 

Algorith1~s wh!ch uti.lize ei~her iterative methods or direct methods 
for t.he ~olut10n of equa.twns w1th these properties are well known. Earlier 
appl!catw.ns of the .~mte ~lement procedure -w:e.re based predominately 
on 1terat1ve methods m wh1ch property 4 was utilised so that the solution 
could be ob tained while working en~irely in the high speed core memory. 
l~ tl~e more recent years, however, d1rect solutions based on Gaussian 
el11nmat10n have become the p~·efe~r~d sol ution procedure due to their 
overall economy and ease of apphcab1hty. 
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With the development of iso-parametric elements, which have nodes 
along sides, the size of stiffness matrix of each element becomes large and 
hence cannot be f~tlly assembled and stored in core. Further the assem- ~ 
bled matrix will be sparsely populated. Front solution technique is used 
to solve such type of equations. In this method, due to sparsness of the 
coefficient matrix, only a small amount of the matrix has to be calculated 
before. forward elimination of a variable corresponding to a row in 
Equat1on 7. This method is geared to elimination based upon elements . 
A variable becomes active on its first appearance and is eliminated 
immediately after its last. After the elimination process, data pertaining 
to the variable is stored on a fi le and the row is freed. Consequently 
the total core required for the method is very small compared to the 
conventional methods. 

Figure 2 shows a typical case, where each node is coupled to seven others 
in a rectangular element. When the element stiffness matrix of element I is 
assembled, the equations pertaining to the nodal variabies at nodes 1, 2 .and 
8 are stored on the magnetic tape since they have appeared for the last ~1me. 
At the same time these variables are eliminated from rest of the equatwns. 
Now white assembling the stiffness of element 2, the spaces occupied in the ~ 
core by variables at nodes 1, 2 and 8 are also used . Further after the 
assembly of element 2, equations pertaining to nodes, 12, 13, 1 ?• 23, ~4 
are stored on to the tape and corresponding area in the a sembly matnx 

1 2 3 4 5 7 

8 1 9 4 10 

13 14 15 16 
12 

19 2 20 

23 24 25 26 27 28 29 

FJGURE 2. Front Solution Method 

is freed . The equations pertaining to nodal variable at 3, 9, 14, 20, 25 are 
also modified at the same t ime. Thus as element by element is taken into ~.
c<;>nsideration t~e front advances from 3, 9, 14, 13, 12 to 3, 9, 14, 20, 25 etc. """~ 
F!nally when st1ffne~s of element 6 is assembled, the equations correspon
dmg to noda.l vanables are stored one by one until by back substitution , 
one of the va~Iables can be calculated. Now the stored equations are 
called back mto memory from the tape un it in the reversed order in which 
it has been stored and the unknown variables determined. 
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Practical Aspect of the Computer Algorithms 

The program for the front solution method given by Irons (1970) was 
not used but a program based o?- a description contained in Irons ( 1966) 
was programmed and developed mdependently (Natarajan , 1975) 

Suita bly partitioning the Equation 7 a s 

[ J 
I I I I 

M K N M u I 8 KN I I Fu · I 
-- ~ -- t = (- ( 
MuT M uN I ll uN I I FKN I 

l J l J 

... (ii) 

where 8KN and 8uN are known (prescribed) an.d unknown nodal variables. 
The corresponding unknown and known generalised forces are FuN and FK N · 

Expansion of Equation 8 gives 

MK N llKN t- Mu ll uN=FuN 
and MuT llKN+ MuN lluN = FKN 
Re-ordering MuN 8uN=FKN - M uT llK r-: 

and Fu = Mu 8u + M KN 8K 

... (9) 
. .. (lOa) 
.. . (10 b) 

From Equation 1 Oa the unknown nodal varia~les can be c!llcula.ted by an 
extension of Gaussian elimination process w1th the mod1fied nght hand 
side vactor FKN - MuT llKN· In the backward eliminati?n stage, as the 
elements of ll uN are explicitly known, the unknown reactwns FuN can also 
be found . 

Example 1 

This example shows an interesting large scale applicati.on of the isopara
metric elements. The idealisation of curved boundanes, treatment of 
materials of different property, the simple method by which the continuum 
under analysis can be extended with minimum extra ·input data, are brought 
out in this example. 

The problem dealt with here, is the stress analysis for the design of the 
lining of the power tunnel in a region where the tunnel crosses a fault zone 
existing in the rock as shown in Figure 3. Since the continuum is made 
up of three different materials: concrete, rock , and the fault zone materials, 
closed form solutions a re not possible. Finite element method offefs an 
easy and accurate solution to this problem. 

The continuum considered for the analysis is limited up to one and half 
times the diameter of the tunnel from the centre of the tunnel. This limit 
imposed on the extent of the continuum analysed has been arrived at from 
the study of the stresses near the external boundary where the effect of 
tunn~l is negligible. This is divided into a number of . quadratic isopara
metnc elements as shown in Figure 4. While dividing the continuum into 
number of elements, care is taken to effect a smooth change iri displacement 
when two elements of different materials are connected together. The nodes 
on the extreme outer boundary are assumed fixed . · · 

The stiffness of the elements are computed and the solution of the 
equations is done using the front solution method. The load on the tunnel 
is due to the unit ~nternal pressure. The di splacements are computed at all 
nodes m the contmuum under these conditions. Using this , the stress O'x, 
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rock 

tunnel 

FIGURE 3. Tunnel in a fault zone 

CTy and "Txy ar·e computed at the integrating points and plotted and a repre
sentative distribution of the stresses is as shown in Figure 4. 

From the stress plot it is concluded that the maximum tensile stress 
occurring in the concrete lining is near the place where the fault crosses it 
and is 40 per cent more than the one which occurs when the materials 
surrounding the tunnel is a homogeneous one. The maximum tensile
stress in the concrete lining making 90° with the fault zone is only about 
10 per cent more than the homogeneous case. A further study is conducted 
by radially extending the continuum analysed by 10 metres. Due to the 
front solution method, the data for the new elements alone have to be 
prepared and the core required for the solution is increased only marginally. 
The results show that the maximum tensile stress in the concrete lining near 
the fault zone is 60 per cent more than the one which occurs when no fault 
~xists. 1 n this study the maximum stress at the extreme boundary elements 
JS found to be abowt 18 per cent of the internal pressure in the tunneL The 
corresponding maximum stress in the first analysis is 33 per cent. Since 
th~ stresses at .. the extren~e bo~ndary ele~ents ~r~ to be zero, by interpol
atiOn the max1mum tens1le sttess values m the hmng can be obtained . 

The number of elements used is 261. .The core required is approxima
~ely 25 K W?rd length and the computer t1me taken is about 1 hour 43 mts 
m IBM 360{44 system. 

' .)P-
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Rock 

PSI 

--.oc- <rx PS I 

FIGURE. 4. Finite Element idea lisatio;J and stress dist ribution 

Example 2 

This deals with the differential settlement between a power house and 
penstock anchors due to the foundation characteristics. Over the completed 
first stage of concrete, the loads due to second stage of_concreting, dead 
weight of turbines and generators , fully loaded crane we1ght, load due to 
water pressure etc. will be acting. Since the foundation is made up of 
layers of clay stone, sand stone, sand rock and silt stone, it is expected that 
there will be a differential settlement between the power house block and 
the penstock anchors. 

This study has been done using two dimensional isoparametric elements. 
The distance between two power units of the generator has been given as 
18.3 metres, and this represented the thickness of the elements idealising the 
foundation . Thickness of elements representing the superstructure has 

-#-- been taken equal to the thickness of the concrete at the corresponding 
point . A smooth change in the thickness of the elements has been adopted 
to avoid discontinuity in the geometry. A depth of about 45 metres below 
the first stage concrete has been considered in the analysis so that the loads 
acting on the fo undation would have dispersed evenly within this depth. 
The various loads considered were: dead weight of the structure, crane 
loads at different positions of the crane, load due to water in penstock and 
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turbine, load due to maximum tail water level. A representative sketch of 
the finite element distribution is shown in Figure 5. 

The analysis of the structure with the foundation has been conducted 
with two types of loading which represents the extreme conditions of load
ing on the super-structure. In the first case, the dead weight of the structure 
and machine loads have only been considered with the main crane load 
acting at its extreme right position . This creates a clockwise moment on 
the super structure. Tn the second study in addition to the above loads, 
the load due to water in the penstock and turbine have been considered. 
Further the load due to maximum tail water level and the load of main 
crane occupying its extreme left position have been considered. Thus 
these loads create an anticlockwise moment on the main structure. 

I I I l_l_illl 

I 1
turbine 

-f-- ·- _ ,__ ·i-· penstock 
second 

I ! / ~~r~te_ 
I ~ . \__ ~ 

"- --~ 
first stage concrete ~ 

clay stone _j 
sand rock J 

FIGURE 5. Representative diag ram 

Fro~ the study of the displacements from these two analyses tl~e 
differential settlement between the main structure and the anchor block JS 

estimated and found to be negligibly small. In the present study 321 
elements are used. The core requirement is of the order of 28 K word 
length and the time taken is 1 hr 50 mts in IBM 360/44. 

Advantages in the F.ront Solution Method with Reference to the two *' 
Problems 

If the original mesh pa ttern is too coarse in some region, a soft rubber 
or a black pen is sufficient to alter the drawing. For example in the 
problem of the pressure tunnel analysis, when larger area was included in 
the analysis of the continuum data was prepared only for the additional 
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eleme~ts included !n the analysis. But in the case of banded algorithm, 
extenstve re-numbenng may be necessary to preserve a small band width . 
~ cylindri~a! network as in the first problem requires some manipulation 
m nu.mbenng the nodes for an optimum bandwidth , while using a banded 
solutwn techique. The frontal solution in its nature takes care of this 
situation . . In. fron.ta l tec.hnique the elements are presented in a certain 
order, whtch IS cnt1cal, JUSt as the node numbering is critical in a band 
algorithm. In fact the ordering of the variable is irrelevent to the frontal 
technique. If the same structure is to be analysed for different loading 
conditions for example in problem 2, the analysis of the structure was 
conducted for (i) extreme positions of the crane loading, (ii) with and 
without water loads- the completed equations of all the variables in the 
structure are available in a tape unit. It is only necessary to update the 
right hand sides of the equations, and solve for the unknowns by back 
substitution. 

Conclusions 

The two problems analysed are quite diffi.cult to handle usi.ng conven
tional strength of material approach. 1t IS seen that. the fimte element 
method-using isoparametric elements with front solutwn method-offers 
a powerful tool for the solution of such type of ~omplex problems. The 
operations encountered in the method are systemattc and well defined thus 
amenable to easy computer programming. 

Using this method for the first example, it has been shown that the 
reinforcements in the tunnel linings near the fault zone have to be more 
than normally required. From the study of the second problem, it has 
been shown how to obtain the differential settlement in a huge struct ure 
like a power house using a relatively simple technique. 
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